MARIPOSA BREAK
Geodesign

How should the study
area be described?

How does the study
area operate?

Our vision is to create a connected trail system in Mariposa
County that supports fire strategies and community growth.

First Iteration
The first iteration defines
the scope of work and
the main reasons why
the area needs to be
changed. These changes
are then evaluated by
their impacts. Mariposa
county is need of change
economically and
ecologically.

Representation

Process

Impact

Decision

Is the current study
area working well?

How might the study
area be altered?

What differences might
the changes cause?

How should the study
area be changed?

GeoDesign is a process that
enables holistic collaboration
in order to solve large,
complicated, and significant
design problems. The process
utilizes an extensive iteration
process that fully explores
the scope of work, defines
objectives, and identifies a
design solution.

Evaluation + Change

First Iteration Map

Second Iteration
The second iteration
further explores the
possible design strategies
and identifies specific
goals and objectives. The
goals for Mariposa are to
increase fire mitigation,
connect communities,
and provide accessibility
through a trail system.

Evaluation + Change

Representation

Process

Impact

Decision

Second Iteration Map

Third Iteration + Community Input
EQUESTRIAN

FIRE BREAK

“The trail systems outside of Yosemite could
draw tourism to local economies and minimize
overcrowding within the park.”

YARTS EXTENSION

MOUNTAIN BIKING

MULTI-USE SIGNAGE

SUMMER : NORTH ASPECT

“County Ridgelines offer extensive views of the regions
physical features.”
“Existing fire breaks along the ridgeline are severely
neglected. Placing public trails along the fire breaks
could promote trail and fire break maintenance
simultaneously.”

WINTER : SOUTH ASPECT

“Rim trail could cater to large scale mountain biking
events, promoting a strong local identity and
stimulating local economy.”
“Trails within the community bring jobs to the
community (trail maintenance, bike rentals, guided
horseback riding tours etc.)”
ABA ACCESSIBILITY

“Summer activity in high elevations (cooler, shade) and
winter activity in lower elevations (open, warmer). ”
“Trailheads accessible by vehicle are good places for
ADA, stroller access, elderly use etc.”

Design

Community Input

“Local proximity to multi-use trails in Mariposa is
lacking. Residents feel they have to drive too far for
specific trail types.”

Fresno County

Build on the existing fire defense of Mariposa
County with newly built programs

x6

Mariposa County burn acreage in the past
30 years in comparison with Fresno

Fire is the most
dynamic problem
that the county faces.
Affecting the economic
stability, environmental
foundation, and the
lives of those that call
Mariposa County their
home

Facilitate local economy and community
growth with new programs

Investment

Profit

x10

Create educational, inclusive, and accessible
experiences within Mariposa County

Businesses in this area
heavily depend on
tourism. Creating new
business opportunities
will reduce some of the
stress from the local
economy.

Yosemite Yearly Revenue
$580,000,000+

Highway 49 & 140

Goals

Jerseydale
Darrah

Locals and tourists
lack a way to easily
move between towns,
businesses, and
activities throughout
Mariposa County.

Limited highway accessibility isolate
towns from central activities
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Reactive strategies
currently in place
allow for existing
systems to expand
but offer no long
term solutions to
continuing issues.

Late intervention
allows for systems
to be strategically
set into growing
areas, at the cost of
immediate profits.

Early intervention
maximizes overall
growth and looks
to fix long term
issues with multifunction systems.

Trail Progression
Towns

Waterbodies + Vistas

Highways + Trails

Legend
Legend

Legend

Vista Point
Towns
Town Activity
Connecting Trail

A general shape is created based on the location and size of towns
and communities in the area and how they could be connected.

Tree Canopy Density

Town Activity

Existing Trail

Watershed

Highway

New Trail

Previous

Previous

New Trail

This shape begins to shift towards specific towns that have important
nearby natural features. These features include areas that have water
bodies and vista points.

Southern Facing Slopes

Legend
Connecting Trail
Heavy Fuels
Moderate Fuels
Dense Canopy
Region

Canopy densities help direct the shape to find optimal regions for
fire break trails. Denser areas highlighted in red are selected to help
increase fuel mitigation.

The shape begins to connect existing trails in the area while reducing
the amount of times the proposed system crosses highways.

Slope Analysis

Legend
Heavy Fuels
Aspect South

Legend
Fire Break Trail
Slope 5-10%
Slope 2-5%

Previous

Slope 0-2%

New Trail

ADA zone

Southern facing slopes shape the trail to maximize on fire preventive
strategies by locating the drier slopes and aligning with ridge lines.

The physical challenges of various slopes help finalize the design of
our comprehensive fire break trail. The system focuses on selecting
potential areas for site specific trail programs.

Trail Master Plan

LEGEND
FIRE BREAK TRAIL
MTN BIKE TRAIL
HIKING TRAILS
EQUESTRIAN TRAIL
EXISTING TRAILS
ABA ACCESS TRAIL
EXISTING BUS ROUTE
NEW BUS ROUTE
HIGHWAY

Trail Programs

Fire Break

Hiking

ABA

Equestrian Cabins

Amphitheater

Hubs Stations

Easy

Trail Design Guidelines
Fire Break
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Hiking

Trails must avoid cutting across
slopes steeper than 45 degrees to
prevent constant maintenance or
damage from erosion.
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A highly durable tread must be used
to allow wheel cahir access without
constant maintence. Parking must
be expanded near vistas to allow
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Mountain biking trails must have
wide switch backs which is difficult
to create on steep hillsides while
maintaining the 15% maximum
slope.
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Equestrian

Long sight lines and clear signage
must be used to prevent horses
being spooked by blind corners and
mixed use users.
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